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USEFUL CONTACT DETAILS
UA Rome Center
Via di Monte Giordano 36, 00186 Rome
Telephone/Fax: +39-06-6833298
Email: uarc@arkrome.it - Website: www.uarkrome.it

Davide Vitali

Director of the Program
Professor of Architecture
Architecture & Design Program Coordinator
Email: dvitali@arkrome.it

ACADEMICS

ADMINISTRATION

Francesco Bedeschi
Assistant Director for Academics
Architecture & Design Program Coordinator
Email: fbedeschi@arkrome.it

Roberto Badanai
Assistant Director for Administration
Email: rbadanai@arkrome.it

Antonella Buono
Fashion Design Program Coordinator
Email: mail.antonellabuono@gmail.com
Consuelo Lollobrigida
Arts, History, Humanties Program Coordinator
Email: clollobrigida@arkrome.it
Claudio Marinangeli
Business & Economics Program Coordinator
Email: marinanc@stjohns.edu
Barbara Spaccini
Language Program Coordinator
Email: bspaccini@arkrome.it

Janice Calf
Assistant to the Director
Email: jcalf@arkrome.it
Fabio Grassi
IT Manager
Email: fgrassi@arkrome.it
Chris O’Halloran
Student Services Coordinator
Email: cohalloran@arkrome.it
Viviana Sabbatini
Administrative Program
Coordinator
Email: vsabbatini@arkrome.it
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I. ROME PROGRAM OVERVIEW
Rome Center Location

T

he University of Arkansas Rome Study Center is conveniently located in the center of Rome in one of its oldest palaces,
Palazzo Taverna, which provides an elegant backdrop to the
creative and learning process for any aspiring student. The studios are
within walking distance to Piazza Navona, the Pantheon and many historic sites - from a morning’s walk through the Campo dei Fiori market
along the narrow cobblestone streets leading to the studios, inspiration
surrounds you.
Palazzo Taverna is located within the complex of the only surviving
example in Rome of a medieval stronghold which belonged to Giordano
Orsini. For this reason, the complex, built on an artificial mound or little hill, is called Monte Giordano. Owned until the late Renaissance by
the important noble Orsini Family, it was eventually purchased by other
members of the Roman aristocracy. In the late 18th century, part of the
area became Palazzo Taverna, named after the new aristocratic owner.
The palace still has the original decoration added in the 16th and 18th
centuries. The UA Rome center occupies the so-called Empire Wing:
several rooms with splendid original frescoes painted by an artist of
the Napoleonic period, Leopoldo Coccetti, whereas the family Taverna
is still housed in the so-called Baroque Wing. For its beautiful interior
space, the Palace became a prime location for shooting important movies such as “La Grande bellezza” (The great Beauty) and “Portrait of a
Lady” with Nicole Kidman and John Malcovich, directed by Jane Campion. For almost 30 years during the last century, the Imperial wing was
also the headquarters of the INARCH (Istituto Nazionale di Architettura), a leading institution that debated modern and contemporary architecture: here famous international and Italian architects and scholars
such as Luigi Moretti, Bruno Zevi, Rudholf Arnheim, Lewis Mumford
and others gave conferences and lectures.
The main entrance on Via di Monte Giordano opens its gate into
the magnificent courtyard with a baroque fountain by Antonio Casoni, which is still fed with the “Acqua Paola”, surrounded by the
various buildings forming the complex. The buildings today house many different activities from private residential apartments to banqueting halls, diplomatic residences and artistic studios.
The students’ entry is on Via dei Gabrielli 90, which is accessed with
an electronic entry pass.

7
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Rome Center Facilities and
Computer Lab

School Opening Hours and
General Policy

The spacious studios include design studios, classrooms/AV rooms, a library, faculty and staff offices as well as computer labs. The computer labs
operate on a Windows network with PCs and a
wireless system where personal laptops can be
connected. The library is also equipped with wireless network. An internet connection through
an HDSL line offers access to the web. We highly
recommend that you bring your own laptop for
your independence. We also have laser printers, a
plotter and scanners (A3 and A4). We usually hold
a computer information session during orientation
week to give students a general overview of the
system.

The Rome Center hours are from 8:00 am to 9:00
pm daily. Mandatory closing is at 9pm as the alarm
system will start. The schools are housed in a residential building and we always caution against making unnecessary noise, especially in the entrance
area and courtyard of the building, where students
should not linger as Palazzo Taverna policy prohibits this. We also request that music devices be
used with headphones only. The disciplinary regulations of the University of Arkansas are applied in Rome. Smoking in the center is prohibited
and no alcoholic beverages are permitted in the
school. Italian drug laws are very severe and the
Rome Program does not intervene on behalf of or
in defense of violators of this policy. Any student
found using illicit drugs is sent home immediately.
Likewise, abusive behavior related to excessive
alcohol consumption* is considered unacceptable,
resulting in expulsion from the Rome program.
Unexcused absences are not accepted at UARC
and will result in poor grading or failing the classes
- see page 31 for details.

The Library
When you borrow books, you must fill in the register with your name, the book’s code, and date.
Upon returning the book, fill in the date when you
hand it back. Please respect the library books and
put all books and magazines back on the dedicated table; please note that they must not leave the
premises. You may use the library for research and
the perusal of books and magazines. Please do not
set up your laptop in the library and use it as your
desk area.
8

*Please beware of organizations that provide incentives to
drink as they have a high record of accidents and, in serious
cases, fatalities.
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Learning Opportunities

Surrounding Area

The city of Rome, with its rich cultural resources,
offers an endless source of learning opportunities
for students from all over the world. Students are
invited to view the city as a laboratory where they
can examine historical Rome and review the evolution of an urban context over two thousand years
of development. Rome, with its unique urban stratification, is an ideal model to enhance awareness
of the very different, and sometimes contradictory,
transformations that the city has undergone.
With academic programs* that range from landscape architecture to history of art, and from engineering to classics, students enjoy new experiences and explore fresh ideas and perspectives that
contribute to their academic and cultural growth.
*Please refer to your progream leader for course
related specifics.

The streets near the Rome Center are among
the oldest and most characteristic. The Piazza
Navona area is representative of the Renaissance and Baroque periods of Rome. Built upon the
ruins of the Stadium of Domitian, it is a part of
the city that was populated by the local nobility,
clergy, artisans and merchants. Today, it attracts
foreigners, tourists and students because many
of the architectural and artistic masterpieces of
Rome lay within its narrow streets. You can relax by the fountains of Piazza Navona or visit the
Pantheon, the Trevi Fountain or the Spanish Steps,
shop at the traditional open market and old bakeries of Campo dei Fiori, or visit the many churches within the area. Further along is the Tiber
River and, if you cross the ancient bridge, Ponte
Sisto, you arrive in Trastevere, another particularly
picturesque area of Rome. Further along the river,
you reach Castel Sant’Angelo and St. Peter’s.

Photo by Alessandra Pignotti
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For specific course requirements,
please refer to your department
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II. THE CURRICULUM
ARCHITECTURE and DESIGN
Architectural Design

Architecture of the City

Focusing on the analysis of the Roman urban stratification (Palimpsest), the students develop a series
of critical works within complex urban conditions
and scales of urban space. Sites are selected to address the issues of design within the layered cultural
and historical context of Rome and to address the
question of significance within the process of contemporary design. The course engages the study of
urban ideas, documentation, analysis and synthesis through observation and drawing, with specific
reference to place-based learning and experience.
Topics discussed include typology, mapping, neighborhoods, streets, urban spaces and fundamental issues of urban dwelling and design that shape
the contemporary Roman city. Through the development of adequate skills in drawing, sketching,
and watercolor, special emphasis is placed upon
the craft of making as a method of recording and
analysis. By studying urban and architectural spaces at different scales, the students are encouraged
to use their analytical work as a tool to understand
the existing relationships between urban and architectural forms, and as a means to address the public
realm of architecture and its role in expressing epistemological values within a given society.

For the visitor and scholar, Rome represents an
opportunity to understand the numerous stratifications that human evolution has left on urban
history. The aim of this course is to accompany
you through the layering that composes Rome’s
urban form and to offer you a necessary basis of
the historical and theoretical information, in order
to take full advantage of your experience as students at the Rome Center.  With Rome and its environs as our laboratory, we will cut a series of paths through the city, through its layers of material
culture and time, and we will unearth its structure.  
Using drawing and observation as our primary
methods of investigation, we will study the great spaces of Rome, uncoupling the image of form
from its organizing structure and resulting space.
Each week, we will produce a series of drawings in
which we will record our observations, extracting
lessons about space, rhythm, change over time,
and hierarchy.

11
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ARCHITECTURE & DESIGN

History of Early Modern Architecture
and Interiors 1750-1940
This course chronicles the impact of Enlightenment thinking and shifting definitions of modernity on architecture and interior design by tracing
the transition from Historicism to the International Style. New notions of progress and evolution,
industrialization and urbanization, and debates
concerning the role of the machine and the meaning of ornament are set against major technological advances. Students examine key theoretical
texts and perform archival research on a historic
building located in Rome.

History of Italian Design
Design is a fundamental component of the culture
and the economy of Italy. Since the beginning of
the 20th century until the present day, the different activities of this multi-faceted discipline have
played a significant role in the local and international scenario. The purpose of this course is to familiarize students with this vast field and to expose
them to some of the most important events, projects
and products in the fields of industrial design, fashion design and, lately, web and digital design.

Interior Design Studio
The course consists of an in-depth exploration of
three-dimensional interior design spaces, spanning from basic programming to schematic design,
design development and presentation. The studio
concentrates on the basic needs and opportunities of commercial design with some mixed-use
projects, which build upon the fundamentals covered in previous design projects. Students learn
the basics of space planning and develop three
dimensional design responses, which integrate
materials, construction, technology, and lighting.
13
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Modern and Contemporary Rome
1870 – Present
This course will examine the transformation of
Rome from the capital city of the Papal States to
the present through a series of neighborhood case
studies. Housing is the central theme of the course and also the subject of the term project where
students are asked to consider Principles of Intelligent Urbanism including accessibility, creating a
sense of place through design and sustainability
– environmental, technical, and social. This course
will address theories of utopia, modernity and urban design; the effect of industry on city planning;
and the relationship between national identity,
historical context, and the modern artistic movements of art nouveau, regionalism, rationalism,
and futurism, transition from Historicism to the
International Style. New notions of progress and
evolution, industrialization and urbanization, and
debates concerning the role of the machine and
the meaning of ornament are set against major
technological advances. Students examine key
theoretical texts and perform archival research on
a historic building located in Rome.

Visual Journaling
This course focuses on the design student’s ability
to draw and analyze in three dimensions and
across different scales. The student will acquire
these skills through drawing exercises, on-site
analysis, home assignments and daily drawing
practice. In this way, the student will learn how to
understand the physical environments that surround us.

15
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FASHION DESIGN

Fashion Design

Pattern Development II

The aim of this course is to examine the elements
of research and design in fashion design, fabrications and merchandising, and to develop creative
skills through research, design and merchandising
workshops and presentations. By gaining visual
assessment and composition tools, students will
be able to make more informed and confident design decisions in their chosen field.

Students will manipulate basic blocks to develop
original designs for various markets. Emphasis will
be placed on industry standards as they apply to
fit and proper construction techniques. One original design will include using a two-way stretch
fabric.

Fashion Illustration

Forecasting is one of the most rapidly growing research areas in fashion as well as in many other
industry fields. Anticipating consumer demand is
crucial and the ability to trend forecast is a skill
required for product development. This course
will enable students to develop trend forecasts by
analyzing the global environment they live in using
varied methodologies. The students will learn
how to navigate between existing predictions and
translate them for product development.

The purpose of this course is to develop the fundamentals of fashion illustration and designer
sketches in the manner of industry standards and
techniques. Students will be highly encouraged to
use various mediums, and also utilize these skills
to develop an individual style of drawing for their
design collections.

Trend Forcasting

Fashion Styling
This course exposes students to the essential
skills necessary for success in the field of fashion
styling. Future stylists will learn the criteria to
produce striking images for all visual media including entertainment, music, print and advertising.
In addition, they will gain an understanding of the
interdisciplinary collaborative nature within the
creative process while working with directors,
photographers and production crew.

17
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BUSINESS & ECONOMICS

BUSINESS and ECONOMICS

Business Law I
Lecture, class discussion and case problems emphasizing legal principles on the following topics:
the legal environment, government regulation
of business, contracts, personal property, environmental liability as it relates to business transactions, bankruptcy, employment and human
resources, and current legal issues, to include the
legal environment as it impacts business decision making. Finally, business ethics is addressed
throughout the course both in lecture format and
live and online interactive student engagement.

Financial Management
This is an introductory level finance course that
will examine the role of the financial decision-maker at the corporate level. The emphasis will be on
the goal of the firm, the efficient market hypothesis, discounted cash flow analysis, and the trade-off between risk and return.

Operations Management
This course is a comprehensive survey of production and service operations management,
topics and functions. Topics include methods
and work measurement, materials management,
plant location and layout, production planning
and control, maintenance, quality control, “Total
Quality,” Japanese management styles, “Systems
Approach” and decision tools such as PERT, linear
programming, queuing theory, sampling and simulation. Service-delivery applications and activities
are also highlighted.
19
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ARTS, HISTORY, HUMANITIES

ARTS, HISTORY, HUMANITIES
Art and Culture in Italy
Several civilizations and cultures have left an impressive collection of unique art and architectural
masterpieces in Italy. This course describes the
evolution of culture and aesthetics, and their immediate relationship with the creation of these
works. The course includes site visits and lectures.
Requirements include individual research projects
(class presentation) and a final exam.

Evil and Good
A study of evil and good in art, literature, religion
and philosophy focuses on actual issues of evil
and good in human social life. Concepts of evil and
good in both Western and non-Western cultures
will be surveyed. The course will also provide an
introduction to strategies for ethical decision making. We will survey some of the most important
theories of ethical decision-making in the Western, Indian, and Chinese philosophical traditions.
We will apply these theories to several contemporary ethical issues. We will also use these theories
in our study of some prominent examples of evil
and good in history, literature, scripture, and art.

Human Behavior & Physical Environment
This course provides an introduction to the range
of viewpoints, concepts, and characteristics of
human behavior that need to be considered during
the design process. Cultural, social, psychological
and physiological factors are examined.
Various theories and methods of environmental
assessment and design are studied that are based
on an understanding of mutually supportive relationships between people and their physical environment.
21
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LANGUAGE

Italian I

Travel Writing

This course is a presentation of Italian phonology, grammar and structure through vocabulary
and situations of every-day life. The purpose is to
give students the ability to communicate as soon
as possible. There will be oral practice in class on
pronunciation, intonation, elements of grammar
and conversation and home assignments.

Students will focus first-hand on the art and craft
of travel writing, with particular emphasis on Italy.
Through reading, writing, and visits in and around
the city center, students will explore places of
historic, artistic, cultural and personal interest.
They will learn “by example” from a selection of
great travel literature from the world in general,
and from Italy in particular. And they will learn “by
doing” through a series of guided exercises and assignments that explore the distinctive qualities of
travel writing and the ways in which this particular art can lead to a deeper understanding of their
own experiences and cultural identity.

Italian II
This course is for students who are already familiar with the Italian language and have mastered
the grammatical structures envisaged in the Level
1 course. There will be oral practice in class on
elements of grammar and conversation, and home
assignments.

23
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Sites Visits and One Day Tours

Optional Tours

In order to offer students a comprehensive understanding of the city of Rome, site visits are included in the didactic program of different programs.
There are also several one day tours within
the Lazio region (or border regions) which are
considered part of the program curriculum for
summer programs. The excursions include transportation, entrance fees to museums and the
participation of a Rome Center professor who leads the group to: Hadrian’s Villa and Villa D’Este,
Ostia Antica, Orvieto, Vatican Museums.

Optional tours include a guide, museum entrance
fees, transport and accommodation. The student
can sign up for tours in the US and the fees are
deducted from the student account.
Tours offered this semester:
Campania Archaeological tour (3 days, 2 nights)
Dolomites tour (3 days, 2 nights)
Florence tour (3 days, 2 nights)

Lectures and Events
The Rome Center organizes and sponsors lectures in conjunction with other programs during the
program. Students are encouraged to participate
in the numerous events (lectures, exhibits, seminars) that are periodically organized in Rome. A
schedule of these events will be posted during the
program.

Drafting Equipment
Tables, chairs, lamps and one parallel bar will be
assigned to each student in Rome. Please bring
with you, or purchase in Rome before the start of
classes, the following supplies: Triangles, pens,
graphite pencils, conté crayons and sketch books.
(Parallel bars in Italy are not the same as those in
the US. If you are comfortable with your own, you
might want to bring it with you). We also recommend bringing your laptops to facilitate your studies and work.

25
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III. ROME PROGRAM LOGISTICS

Student Housing
Apartments are provided by the accommodation
provider ‘YPR USA’ and are conveniently located
within 20/30 minutes of the UA Rome Center. Although YPR USA will do their best to accommodate students within the same groups, some may be
housed with students from other universities attending the University of Arkansas Rome Center,
which may be a further opportunity for exchange.
The apartments have a common living area, 2-3
bedrooms, kitchen and bathroom. Bedrooms are
double occupancy. Each apartment is equipped
with basic furnishings and supplies, including one
single bed per student, 2 sets of linens and towels,
closet/clothing storage space, typical Italian cookware and kitchenware, a table and chairs, and
furnished sitting area. Desks are to be shared by
all occupants. The apartment unit is provided with
a washing machine and a TV. The apartments have
unlimited access to the Internet as well as wireless access for those with wireless-ready laptops.
A landline phone is provided for unlimited calls
within Italy and is shared among unit residents.
Calls to cellular phones and calls outside of Italy
incur additional cost, but can be made with a
calling card. Unlimited incoming calls may be received without incurring any additional cost. All
apartments are same-sex. No guests are allowed
for overnight stays. YPR USA representatives as
well as UARC administration reserve the right to
inspect apartments on a 24-hour basis. YPR USA
provides a 24/7 emergency and security line for
emergencies, or just normal maintenance support,
and a maid service twice a month. Once you are in
possession of the apartment, you are accountable

26

for your behavior and that of those in your party.
Your behavior should be considerate of others and
responsible. Should you and/or your party behave
in such manner that is not considered acceptable
by civilized standards or your/your party’s behavior conflicts with our philosophy of polite and
constructive international relations, YPR USA has
the right to ask you and/or your party to immediately vacate the premises.
YPR USA LLC
email: alex@yprusa.com
website: http://www.yprusa.com
Cell: +39 333 8844881
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Code of Conduct for Students Residing in UARC Apartments
The following rules are a specific integration of
the basic rules of conduct to be followed when
residing in apartments assigned by the UA Rome
Center:
1. After 23:00 (11:00 pm), please be silent as
you may disturb your neighbors.
2. Parties are forbidden. If you need to congregate to study, remember to be silent after
23:00 (11:00 pm).
3. Non-residents cannot spend the night in
the apartment as this is an infringement of
the law.
4. It is absolutely forbidden to listen to loud
music, to create any disturbances, and to
abuse alcohol and/or drugs in the apartments
assigned to students as residences for study
purposes.

7. In order to guarantee the tranquility and
safety of those who wish to study
quietly and to avoid the above-mentioned
disciplinary action, students are required to
immediately communicate the infringement
of the above rules by fellow colleagues in their
apartments.
8. Cleanliness and Recycling: Please keep the
apartments clean and respect your flatmates. Dispose of garbage regularly, especially food, in the recycling bins on the street.
*Throw away all paper, cardboard, empty glass
bottles, plastic bottles, cans and plastic wrappers in the recycling bins provided.
Failure to do so could result in a fine.
*NB: The school studio has the same recycling rules
with recycling bins for glass, plastic, paper, cardboard and general garbage dotted around the studio.

5. A direct 24/7 telephone line and a team
of UARC staff to intervene on the spot are
being set up to step in when disturbances to neighbors and/or rackets occur. The
team will be made up of UARC representatives who can intervene separately or
together in order to check if the rules have
been broken.
6. The relative penalty for breaking these
rules may lead to immediate expulsion from the UARC university housing
system forfeiting any reimbursement, and
reserving the right to contact the relevant
University representative members for possible academic sanctions.
29
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Visa Requirements and Permit of Stay
Unless you are a European citizen, you will need
a visa to enter Italy for stays of over 90 days. You
can apply for and obtain it at the Italian Consulate
Office of your U.S. state of residence. This is a requirement in order to participate in the program.

Permit of Stay Procedures
All non-European citizens must apply for a permit
of stay if the sojourn exceeds 90 days. The procedure to request stay permits are valid for all kinds
of permits, including study, work and family permits, along with their renewals. The total cost of
the permit is 166.96 euro. The breakdown of the
cost for each permit is as follows:
1. 49 euro for Assitalia insurance
2. 16 euro for the tax stamp
3. 30.46€ for the electronic permit
4. 30.00€ for post office fee
5. 1.50€ for bill payment at the post office
6. 40.00€ for permit contribution
Students are expected to pay €65 for the insurance and tax stamp, and to pay *€101.96 when they
submit the application at the post office.
*This fee is subject to change
We help the students fill out the forms at the
Rome Center during orientation week, then we
accompany our students to the post office to hand
in forms together with the requested material:
1.
2.
3.
4.
30

Copies of ID and Visa pages of passport
Copy from your University stating that the
student is regularly enrolled. This letter should
have the Italian consulate stamp on it*.
Copy of Assitalia coverage
Copy of letter from the UA Rome center con-

ROME PROGRAM LOGISTICS

firming that the student is regularly enrolled
for 4 months at the school in Rome.
(N.B. Items 1 & 2 are provided by the student;
Items 3 & 4 are provided by the UA Rome Center.)
*Remember to bring this letter with you to Italy
At the post office, the students are given a receipt
to prove that they have submitted their applications and paid the fees, as well as a subsequent
appointment for the immigration office located in
Via Teofilo Patini, 00155 Roma, Tel. tel: 06 46861.
The Rome Center will provide instructions on how
to get there.

Insurance
We require every student entering Italy and attending this program to obtain health insurance
coverage, purchased in the United States, in case
of accident or sickness. This insurance coverage
should be valid for Italy. It is the responsibility of
the student to make the proper arrangements. For
more information on this, please contact your study abroad advisor, who will be able to advise on
procedures.
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University Calendar

Open and Working Weekends

1.

UARC has a system of open and working weekends visible on the UARC calendar. Open weekends indicate that you are free to travel, and
working weekends indicate that travel is not permitted. Whilst it is not mandatory to remain in
studio during a working weekend, students should
be aware that assignments or exams will be due
thereafter.

Students are not to plan any travel until after
they have applied for their Permit Of Stay,
which is done during Orientation Week with
the help of UARC staff. The appointment
date from the office of Immigration cannot
be changed. Any financial losses due to cancellation of tickets or travel plans will be borne by the student.
2. The dates given on the calendar may be
subject to change due to unforeseen circumstances, including clashes in schedules and
forces of nature. Sometimes classes may
need to be scheduled or re-scheduled on a
Working Weekend Friday. We do our best
to avoid taking away any of the Open Weekends.  
3. The classes and assignments take precedence over any travel plans.
UARC is aware that just as much of our students’
learning will take place during their travels throughout Italy and Europe as in the classroom, but
students must realize that this is a Study Abroad
experience, with special emphasis on the studying
they will be doing with our teachers to help them
grow professionally. Before planning your travel
itinerary, please check the academic calendar for
important dates related to courses such as working weekends which are planned by the various
departments.  
UARC Calendar Link: http://www.uarkrome.it/

Absences
If a student is ill he/she needs to promptly inform
the UARC instructor and Student Services Coordinator in writing. The UARC instructor has the right
to require that the student provide appropriate
documentation for any absence for which the student wishes to be excused e.g. medical certificate.

Traveler Form
Students that plan to travel independently must
notify the UARC through an online form to provide relevant information on their itinerary (flight
or train, hotel/residence coordinates, phone numbers etc.). Go to:
www.uarkrome.it - Student Life - Traveler Form.
NOTE: No travel is allowed during academic activities, including mandatory field trips.

Telephone Calls from Rome
We require that you bring a cell phone with you
from the U.S. Once in Italy, you are required to buy
a prepaid SIM card to make calls in Rome and the
rest of Italy, and provide this number to UARC.
An American company, PicCell, offers this service
or there are other Italian phone operators that sell  
SIM cards such as TIM, WIND and VODAFONE;
costs will vary among these operators. If your cell
phone doesn’t work or you don’t have one, you
can buy an Italian one for about 50 euros including
the SIM card and some minutes; or you can buy
prepaid international calling cards that you can
use from any landline.
Direct dial overseas calls from Rome are cheapest
when calling between 11:00pm and 8:00am daily,
and all day Sunday.
Direct dial to the US:
001 + area code + number
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IV. CITY INFORMATION

How to Get Around Rome
Although traffic is considered the number one
problem in town, Rome has an extensive public
transportation system. Buses cover the entire city
and are a cheap alternative for your commuting.
The website www.atac.roma.it is very useful because you can plan your journey by putting in your
departure and destination.

Safety Precautions
We offer this information for your general knowledge and safety. Please do not worry, for even as
dangerous as a big city can be, Rome is much safer
than many other big cities.
Keep your eyes open!
Pickpockets are the major safety threat to tourists
in Italy. Mugging is seldom to be feared, though.
Most pickpockets and purse-snatchers work in
teams on crowded buses or motor scooters that
drive close to the sidewalk. You should keep an
eye on your bag and not carry any important valuables in it. Use common sense and observe the
following suggestions made by the American Embassy in Rome and you will substantially reduce
the risk of theft:
1. Identity and social security cards, driver’s license, and other items of little or no monetary
value, which are not needed, are best left in
one’s apartment while sightseeing, shopping or
dining.
2. Whenever possible, leave valuable items such
as one’s Eurail Pass, airline tickets, jewelry, passport, credit cards and cash not immediately
needed in the apartment.
		 REMEMBER TO LOCK THE APARTMENT
AND CLOSE ALL WINDOWS WHEN YOU
LEAVE.
3. If carried, passports should be carried separately from the wallet or handbag. This may not

be feasible for women, but men could carry
their passports in a pants or jacket pocket, preferably a front pocket. Thieves seemingly are
not interested in passports themselves.
4. Women with handbags should, whenever
possible, keep some distance from the curb,
carrying the bag in the hand farthest from the
street to prevent it being snatched by thieves
on a motorcycle or scooter. Shoulder bags
should be held tightly under the arm, away
from the street. Never stand close to a curb
while waiting to cross the street.
5. Do not leave baggage in an unguarded car at
any time and certainly never at night or at the
beach.  A locked car trunk can easily be broken
into.
Illegal Arms
It is illegal to import and carry arms such as knives
here in Italy. If you are stopped and found in possession of an illegal arm, you face arrest and likely
prosecution.

Stores and Post Office
Opening hours of stores and department stores:
Grocery Stores
8:00am – 1:30pm / 4:30pm – 7:30pm
Department Stores
8:00am – 7:30pm
Pharmacy
8:30am – 1:00pm / 3:30pm –7:30pm
(Closed on Saturday afternoon, except those on duty)
Note: Sundays are holiday for everybody, except:
Bars, on duty; Tobacconists, on duty; Pharmacies,
on duty. (if closed, check list of open pharmacies
outside). Many shops are open near tourist spots.
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Art Supplies
Fine Arts - Poggi
Via Cardinale Merry del Val, 18/19 - Trastevere
Via del Gesù, 74/75 - Pantheon
English Language Bookshops
Anglo American Book, Via della Vite 102 (near Spanish Steps) Tel. 06.6795222
Feltrinelli International, Via V.E Orlando 84/86
(near Piazza della Repubblica) Tel: 06.4827878.
Internet Bookshop Italia, Via Nazionale 254 (near
Piazza della Repubblica) Tel: 06.4885405
Post Office
All branch post offices are open Monday through
Friday between 8:30am and 2:00pm. Certain post
offices are open until 7:00 pm. On Saturday, post
offices are open between 8:30am and 1:00 pm.
The post offices closest to the center are at:
1.  Corso Vittorio Emanuele II, 330
2.  Via Monterone, 1
3.  Via Arenula, 4
4.  Via Venezian Giacomo, 18

Entertainment and Free Time
Cinemas
Many cinemas in Rome feature American and English films which are inevitably dubbed into the
Italian language. Some cinemas schedule films in
original version (not dubbed), and a few show films in original language once or twice a week.
Music and Concerts
Many different kinds of music, including jazz,
Latin, pop, rock and contemporary, are offered in
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the many clubs, cafes and halls of Rome. Larger
concerts are held in concert halls and stadiums,
often by artists of international renown.
The city, churches and various academies regularly organize classical music concerts, which are
listed in the daily papers and often advertised on
street posters.
Theater
There are many theatrical productions on stage at
all times in Rome. Once in a while, an English language production passes through the city.
We will announce and post a list of those productions that you might find interesting.
Cultural Events Listings
Several newspapers provide current listings of all
cultural events (music, opera, dance, theater, film,
museum and gallery exhibitions), an extensive listing of pubs, bars, restaurants, and suggestions
for weekend excursions. Wanted in Rome is a
bi-weekly English language publication, available
at centrally located newsstands and in the English
language bookstores.
There is a cultural calendar that lists exhibitions,
music, opera, dance and lectures.
Restaurants
Generally speaking, it is difficult to get a bad meal
in the many ristoranti, trattorie, osterie and pizzerie in Rome.
Ristoranti are generally more expensive than
trattorie or osterie. Pizzerias are usually the most
economical. Usually a menu with a price list is
displayed outside the restaurant.
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V. MEDICAL SERVICES

Clinics, Doctors, Hospitals
There is a tourist medical clinic at the hospital Regina Margherita on Via Emilio Morosini
30 (Trastevere) and also Via Antonio Canova
19, ex-hospital San Giacomo (Via del Corso).
There may be a fee of about 20 euro, and it is
open 24 hours. Please note that they are not ER
rooms.

arriving at the Pronto Soccorso: red (very critical),
yellow (moderate critical), green (not very critical),
and white (not critical). Patients will be seen in order of the color code assigned (severity condition).
Non-emergency services provided by public hospitals are usually subject to a fee, and private hospitals
normally have higher fees than public ones. Students are generally required to pay fees up front befoDr. Andrea Guerriero is a general practitioner who re leaving a private hospital. To access the services
offers 24/7 house-calls (same day appointmen- offered by private hospitals, students need to make
ts). Free consultation is available through phone arrangements with the hospital’s administration or
call, text message, or Whatsapp. The doctor may with the doctor. Please note that staff and doctors in
connect you with private clinics for lab works and public and private hospitals are not required to spespecialists. Dr. Guerriero also offers Acupuncture. ak English, but the Student Services Coordinator will
The doctor can be reached by:
be happy to assist with making any appointments.
Tel./Whatsapp:  +39 320.40.65.709
Email: andrea.guerriero@medinaction.com
Website/App: MEDinACTION

Hospitals and Clinics
1. Salvator Mundi International Hospital, Via delle
Mura Gianicolensi 67, tel. 06-588961

The doctor charges €50 during business hours (8- 2. Fatebenefratelli Hospital, Piazza Fatebenefratelli
2, Isola Tiberina, tel. 06-5833 4676
7PM Monday through Friday), €120 on weekdays
between 7pm-8am, on holidays, and weekends. 3. Rome American Hospital, Via Emilio Longoni 69,
tel. 06-22551
If you use CISI, Allianz, and Cigna insurance, the
doctor will bill your insurance directly and you will
not need to make payment. If you have a different
insurance, you will pay in cash or paypal. The doctor will provide a detailed receipt which you may
submit to your insurance company for reimbursement.
Public hospitals provide emergency and non-emergency services, whereas private ones generally do not have emergency rooms. The public
hospital emergency room is called “Pronto Soccorso” and is generally good but in some cases
service cannot be provided immediately and
students may have to wait. In Italy, hospitals use
the triage system to access injuries. This system
involves assigning a priority color code to patients
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VI. USEFUL INFORMATION

US Embassy Address & STEP Program

Clothes and Personal Belongings

During your stay here in Rome, we advise that you
register for free on the Smart Traveler Enrolment
Program (STEP) on the US Embassy website.
Enrollment allows you to record information about
your upcoming trip abroad that the Department
of State can use to assist you in case of an emergency.
To register your details, go to:
http://italy.usembassy.gov/acs/travel.html

Depending on the duration of your program, we
advise you to bring comfortable clothes that will
cover the changing temperatures from the warm
days of May through the very hot days of July. In
addition, we recommend some waterproof articles
of clothing as there can be storms in summer, and
a good pair of walking shoes (the streets in Rome
are mainly cobblestone).
Most of the public places do not require formal
dress, with the exception of very exclusive restaurants and nightclubs. We would advise not to bring
jewelry or any important valuables from home.
Many of the site visits are to churches (shorts, mini-skirts, short dresses and vest tops are not permitted in churches) and archeological areas (do not
wear light shoes or flip flops).
Please remember this when you visit churches or
archeological areas. We have a different voltage
(220 volts) system from the U.S., so bring a converter with your personal appliances.

US Embassy Address:
Via Vittorio Veneto, 121, 00187 Roma
Telephone: (+39) 06-46741

Important Telephone Numbers
Italy has one Emergency Services Number,
available 24/7, which can be used by everyone in
case of a serious emergency that needs immediate response:
Italian Emergency Services Number: 112
(Ambulance, Fire Department, Police Emergency,
Carabinieri Emergency)
Should the Student urgently need to contact the
University of Arkansas Rome Center Staff outside of office hours, UARC provides the following
Emergency Telephone Number, available 24/7:

+39 339 2496803

In addition, students can always contact the
Director of the University of Arkansas Rome Center: Davide Vitali - +39 335 6395161

Time Difference
There is a seven hour difference between Rome
and Central Standard Time: e.g. 8:00pm in Rome
is 1:00pm in Arkansas and Alabama.
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VII. EXTRA ADVICE

Money Matters in Rome
The best and most practical option is to use an
ATM and/or credit card to withdraw money from
the numerous ATM machines in Rome. A small
commission is usually charged for this service.
If you need to change foreign currency into euros, you can change your money at the exchange
counter in a bank or Forex office, but the commission charged is higher than using an ATM.
Major credit cards are accepted by many shops,
however, please check with your bank on the
most widespread credit card systems in Italy.
Banks are open from Monday to Friday: 8:30am –
1:30pm; 2:45pm – 3:45pm.
Many students encounter great difficulties trying
to receive and exchange money that is wired to
them from the States. Please note that as a visiting
student, you are unable to open a bank account
in Rome. If money must be sent from the States,
we suggest that it be sent through an officially recognized money transfer company in the center,
near the studio.

For each piece of baggage,service fees are € 6,00
for the first 5 hours, € 0,90/hour from the 6th to
the 12th hour, and € 0,40 for every additional hour.
Please note that it is not possible to store luggage
here at the UA Rome Center.

Luggage Storage
If you plan to travel independently before or after
the program, you can store your luggage at Fiumicino airport. The luggage deposit counter is located in
Terminal 3, International Arrivals, and is open every
day from 6:30 am to 11:30pm
Telephone +39 0665953541
Cost: 6 euro per piece of luggage per 24 hours from
the moment of deposit. The full daily rate is charged
for periods less than 24 hours. Payment is requested at the time of luggage pick-up.
You can also store luggage at the central station in
Rome (Termini). managed by KiPoint.
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Independent Flight Arrival in Rome

Receiving Packages from the US

Once you arrive in Rome, bear in mind that it is
very easy to reach your apartment from the airport by train or taxi.

In the past, some students have decided to ship
a box of clothes or other personal items prior to
their stay in Italy, but shipping can take anything
from six weeks to six months. Therefore it is in
your best interest to choose and pack carefully
before coming to Italy.
Also, please keep in mind that when receiving a
package in Italy, you are subject to approximately
30% tax of the declared value of the item listed
on the package, a processing fee and possible customs duty which must be paid to the postman or
courier upon delivery of the package.
Where possible, pack all necessary items (especially medicines, cosmetics, photographic and
computer equipment) to avoid unpleasant surprises when receiving a package from the US. If you
send a package from the US containing medicine,
food, or cosmetics, the customs will hold it and
you must obtain a permit that guarantees its safety in order for the package to be released.
This is a long, complicated process which can be
very costly depending on declared value. Moreover, subject to content, the process may take up
to 10 days or longer to release a package from
customs.
If you do have parcels or mail sent, please make
sure to have them sent here (not to your apartment) and address it as follows:
Your name
University of Arkansas Rome Center
Via di Monte Giordano 36
00186 Roma
Italy

By Train
There is a direct train which links Fiumicino airport
to three centrally located train stations in Rome
(Trastevere, Ostiense and Termini). The train is
convenient as it departs every 15 minutes from
the airport terminal to Trastevere and Ostiense,
and every 30 minutes to Termini. Tickets may be
purchased from a machine or directly from the
ticket office. The cost of a ticket from Fiumicino
airport to Termini Station is €14 and €8 to Trastevere or Ostiense.
(There is also a bank in the luggage claim area and
in the arrivals terminal should you need to change
money.)
By Taxi
Fiumicino international airport is aproximately 45
minutes by car from the center of Rome. Right
outside the arrivals terminal is a taxi stand. For
your ease, have the exact address of your destination written on a piece of paper for the driver.
If you choose to hire a taxi, the total fare is €48
from Fiumicino airport and €30 from Ciampino
airport. These fares are only applicable from the
airport(s) to destinations within the historic center and vice versa.
Please bear in mind that it is rare to pay for taxis
by credit card, so make sure you have enough cash
with you.
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VIII. USEFUL LINKS

Schools and Colleges

Housing

University of Arkansas

YPR USA LLC

http://www.uark.edu/home/

http://www.yprusa.com/

Graduate School and International Education
https://graduate-and-international.uark.edu/
The Office of Study Abroad & International
Exchange
http://studyabroad.uark.edu/

Louisiana State University

http://www.lsu.edu/agriculture/index.php

Philadelphia University
http://www.philau.edu/

College of Architecture & the Built Environment
http://www.philau.edu/architectureandthebuiltenvironment/
Kanbar College of Design, Engineering & Commerce
http://www.philau.edu/designengineeringandcommerce/index.html

Institutions and Associations
U.S. Diplomatic Mission to Italy
http://www.usembassy.it
Association of American College and
University Programs in Italy
http://www.aacupi.org/
ICCROM International Center for the Study of the
Preservation and Restoration of Cultural Property
http://www.iccrom.org/index.shtml

Transportation
ATAC Public Transportation Company of Rome
http://www.atac.roma.it/
National Railroads
Trenitalia - http://www.fsitaliane.it
Italo Treno - http://www.italotreno.it

Study Abroad Office
http://philau.studioabroad.com/

Rensselaer Polytechnic Institue
http://www.arch.rpi.edu/
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